Welcome to the official website of the Institute of Informatics!

This page gives you a short overview about our Institute and the education programs we offer in English.

Things to know:

- We provide English language MSc and PhD programmes in Computer Science. You can get more information about these programmes here: 
  [MSc in Computer Science](#) [1]  
  [PhD in Computer Science](#) [2]

- We are part of the Stipendium Hungaricum scholarship program. For eligible students this scheme provides a generous scholarship for full time studies in both our MSc and PhD programmes. Please visit the official website for more information and application deadlines at [http://www.stipendiumhungaricum.hu](http://www.stipendiumhungaricum.hu) [3]

- Our PhD program in Computer Science is the most popular one in Hungary.

- All the lecturers in the MSc program have PhD degree and most of them are highly reputed in their scientific fields at international level.

- University of Szeged is the only Hungarian university which has ever appeared among the first 100 European universities in the Shanghai Ranking

- Szeged was listed as the 8th best university town in Europe by CNTraveler magazine.

Check out the article here:
Future Students
Published on Informatikai Intézet (http://www.inf.u-szeged.hu)


For further information please contact:
Tamás Vinkó
tvinko@inf.u-szeged.hu [5]


Online application [7]

Promotion materials:
University of Szeged, Institute of Informatics [8]
University of Szeged Student Recruitment Chinese Promo Film [9]
Education at the University of Szeged: https://youtu.be/ZCUXu4qEEfk [10]
Research and Development at the University of Szeged: https://youtu.be/Vkewd6NkD2k [11]

Embedded video for Future Students [12]
Embedded video for Future Students [13]
Embedded video for Future Students [14]
Embedded video for Future Students [15]
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